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167. A Perturbation Theorem for Contraction
Semi.Groups

By Isao MIYADERA
Department of Mathematics, Waseda University

(Comm. by Kinjir6 KuNu(H, l.ff.A., Sept. 12, 1966)

1. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a contraction semi-
group {T(; A); >__0} of class (Co) on a Banach space X. It is well
known that

(i) A is a closed linear operator and its domain D(A) is dense
in X,

(ii) the spectrum of A is located in the half plane 9t(2)._<_0 and
Ila R(a+iz; A)II._<_1 for a>0, where R(a+iz; A) is the resolvent of
A.
Let B likewise be the infinitesimal generator of another contraction
semi-group {T(; B); >__0} of class (Co) on X. Recently K. Yosida
7 proved that (i’) if D(B)D(), where (0<a<l) is the frac-
tional power of A, then A+B defined on D(A) generates a contrac-
tion semi-group of class (Co), and (ii’) if, moreover, {T(; A); >__0}
is a holomorphic semi-group, then A+B defined on D(A) generates
a holomorphic semi-group.

In this note we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Let O<c<l and let B be the fractional power of

B.
I Let us assume that D(B) D(A). Then A+B, defined on

D(A) generates a contraction semi-group of class (Co).
(II) Assume, moreover, that { T(; A); >__ 0} is a holomorphic

semi-group, then A+B defined on D(A) also generates a holomor-
phic semi-group.

2. Let B be a closed linear operator with domain D(B)and
range in a Banach space X. Let each positive 2 belong to the
resolvent set of B and let
( 1 ) sup

>0

For 0<<1, the fractional power B----(--B) of B is defined as
follows:

2 J"x-aI=2--R(2;sinB)(-Bx)d2 for x e D(B),
JO

(3) B.=the smallest closed linear extension of (-J").
(See [1, 2, 5, and (6). Let likewise A be a closed linear
operator with domain D(A) and range in X such that "its resolvent
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set" (0, oo} and sup II R(2; A)It-M’<c. Then we obtain the
x>0

following lemma.
Lemma. Let us assume that D(B) D(A). Then for each

0 a 1, A+B defined on D(A) is a closed linear operator, and
there exists a 2o0 such that each 2>_-20 belongs to the resolvent
set of A+B and sup [[ R(; A+B) [[ <.

AA
Proof. By (1),

]x ]l sin a 2_ ]] R(2; B)Bx d
Jo

sin a 2- ]1 2R(2; B)x-x l df+ - ]] R(2; B)Bx ]] d2

(M+l) wsina x]]+ Msina ]]Bx]

or z e O(B), here s n rbtrary positive number. The condO-
ton O(B)O() mpHes, by the e]osed raph theorem, that there
exists a constant K>0 such that

Thus we have
{{ Bx II <___C,l Ax II /C’ll x

where

C, KMsin a and C’

Then

for x e D(A).

for x e D(A),

(M+ 1)w sin azr KM sin a7
7(1--a)w-

II/}R(2; A)x II <-C,II AR(,t; A)x II +C’ll R(; A)x II
.<__ [(M’ + )C.+M’C’-5 II x II

for x e X and I>0. We take wo>O such that (M’+1)Co<1/2 and
we put 2o-2M’C’o. Then we have

[[/}R(/; A)[[ __</3 for 2_>-20,
where /3-(M’+1)C0+1/2(1. This proves that, or each 220, the

inverse (I-R(2; A))-= [R(2; A) exists as a bounded linear

operator from X onto itself and [I.-BR(2; A)- (1--)-. Since
2-(A+)-[IR(2; A) (2-A), we obtain that each 220 belongs
to the resolvent set o A+ and R(2;A+)=R(2;A)[I--R(2;A)-.
Then A+ is a closed linear operator and
[ 2R(2; A)[[. [[[I--R(2; A)]- M’(1--)- for 220. This completes
the proof.

3. Proof of the Theorem. We first remark that B generates
a contraction semi.group of class (C0). Then A and are both
dissipative in the sense of G. Lumer and R. S. Phillips [3]. That
is, if we take e X* for xe X sueh that [[ }]-]] x and (x, )-
[ x [[, then we have
(Ax,)O for xeD(A) and (=x,)0 for xeD().
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Therefore R([2-(A+/)x, ){{ x II for x e D(A) and 2>0, so that
we have
4 II [,-(A/B)x 1.1_>_11 x ][ for x e D(A) and >0.

Since A and B satisfy the conditions of. Lemma, A+ defined on
D(A) is a closed linear operator and sufficiently large 2>0 belongs
to its resolvent set. Then, by (4), we have

for sufficiently large 2 > 0. And since D(A+,)-D(A) is dense in
X, the Hille-Yosida theorem shows that A+, generates a contrac-
tion semi-group of class (C0).

Furthermore, if {T(;A); 0} is a holomorphic semi-group,)

then we have
5 lim rR(a+ iv; A) < for a> 0.

It follows, from [[ aR(a +iv; A) ]] 1 and (5), that
sup [[ rR(a

for a>0. Especially, for fixed
sup ]] rR(ao+ it; A)

By the resolvent equation
R(+ iv; A) R(ao+ it; A)--(-ao)R(a+ it; A)R(ao+ it; A),

we get

for 0 and v; especially i 0, then
R(i; A) 2o0 and

2Ko0+1
or all .
ence, similarly as in the proo of Lemma, we have
’(1) for sufficiently large a0 and for all , where ’ is a
constant independent of a and v, so that the inverse

I-BR(a+ it; A)5- - BR(a+ it; A)
0

exists and
7 -BR(a+ir; A)- I] (-Z’)-.

Since R(a+ir; A+B)-R(a+ir; A) I.-BR(a+ir; A)-, by (6) and
(7), we have
s sup I rR(a+ir; A+B)

for sufficiently large a> 0. We already proved that A+ generates
a contraction semi-group {T(; A+B); 0} of class (C0). Thus the
above inequality (8) shows that {T(; A+,); 0} is a holomorphic
semi-group. This completes the proof.

Remark. Let X be a Banach lattice and let A be the in-

1) See
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finitesimal generator of a semi-group of class (Co) of positive
contraction operators on X. Let likewise B be the infinitesimal
generator of another semi-group of class (Co) of positive contraction
operators on X. Then we can prove that if D(B)D(A), then
A/B,(0 1) generates a semi-group of class (Co) of positive
contraction operators. In fact, since B, also generates a semi-group
of class (Co) of positive contraction operators, A and B are both
dispersive in the sense of R. S. Phillips 4. Then A//, defined
on D(A) is also a dispersive operator. We already proved, in
Theorem, that A/B, is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction
semi-group of class (Co), and hence "the range of I--(A+.)"-X.
Thus it follows from the Phillips theorem [4, Theorem 2.1 that
A/B, generates a semi-group of class (Co) of positive contraction
operators.
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